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Around the Community

Friendship Circle Evening of Inspiration

O

n June 5th, friends, supporters of the Stuart I
Raskas Friendship Circle, and caring community members
gathered together for an Evening of
Inspiration.
Doors opened to the classic musical stylings of Albert Fookson on
cello and Art Lisker on the piano.
Rabbi Zelik and Bassie Moscowitz
had the honor of thanking 47 teen
volunteers for their unwavering dedication, and presenting 10 of them
with the Fellowship Award--recognizing 36 hours of service throughout the school year. We heard from
Anna Fookson, a graduating senior
at Glenbrook South, who said that
her experience with Friendship Circle inspired her to major in special
education during her studies at University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana.
Jen Polatsek, the mother of
Evan, a boy with special needs,
shared about the love that Evan’s
Friends@Home buddies, Maya and
Sarah bring into their lives, and the
relief she feels when she knows that
finally, someone is coming to the
door just to be Evan’s friend.
Then award-winning athlete,
author, and motivational speaker,
Lloyd Bachrach, took the stage, to
discuss his personal experience of

overcoming the odds to accomplish
what no one else thought was possible. At Lloyd’s birth, his parents
were told he would never walk,
and should be institutionalized and
forgotten about. He shattered that
depressing prediction by not only
walking, but running the bases

during his time in little league baseball, and growing up to finish 5th in
state in pommel horse on his high
school’s gymnastics team (against
able-bodied gymnasts, no less)!
He even treated the audience to a
demonstration of these skills. After
a brief Q & A session with Lloyd,

we rounded out the night with a
delicious dessert buffet and Moshe
Lodkin on violin--sending everyone
home on a sweet note.
The Stuart I Raskas Friendship
Circle of Illinois is an affiliate of
Lubavitch Chabad of Illinois. To
learn more visit www.fcil.org .

Full Steam Ahead for Tax Credit Program, Providing Millions in Tuition
Scholarships for Illinois Families

D

espite threats from some
legislators, Illinois’ recently introduced $100
million tax credit scholarship program is no longer facing any imminent danger after the recent passage
of the state budget. Benefitting
low- and middle-income families
who choose to send their children to
private schools, the program has, to
date, distributed over $1 million in
scholarships to Jewish day school

students.
In the waning days of session,
Agudah advocacy was instrumental
in protecting the tax credit scholarship program, which provides up to
$13,000 per child to private school
parents. Senate Bill 2236 sponsored
by Senator Jennifer Bertino-Tarrant
(D-Plainfield) would have prohibited donors from receiving tax
credits and prevented students from
receiving scholarships if the state

did not fully fund public education.
Along with its allies, Agudath Israel of Illinois was able to prevent
this bill from ever being called for
a vote and since no negative legislative action was taken before the
deadline, this threat to program has
been effectively eliminated with the
passage of a budget that fully funds
public education,
“We can breathe a collective
sigh of relief,” said Rabbi Shlomo

Soroka, Agudath Israel of Illinois’
director of government affairs.
“While much work remains to be
done to sustain the program and ensure its success, we are pleased that
this cloud has been lifted and anticipate an uptick in contributions by
donors whose concerns have been
alleviated.”

